Care of Deceased: Suspect or Confirmed COVID Patient
Patient Deceased
Patients pronounced in EMS bay
should be transferred onto an ED
stretcher and moved into a room in
the “COVID zone” before proceeding
with the steps below.

•
•
•

This process applies to:
COVID positive patients
Patients under investigation for COVID
Patients who die following endotracheal intubation prior to
reliable historical screening (i.e. COVID status unknown)

•
•

Personal Protective Equipment
Droplet-contact precautions are always required
If death occurred within 1 hour of AGMP, droplet-contact plus
fit tested N95 mask are required.

Deceased patient

Is the patient intubated?
NO
Put body in a zippered body pouch or
double wrap in existing body shroud
ensuring PPID, and all identification
tags match

Identify the zippered body pouch or
double wrapped body shroud with
yellow sticker labelled
“Infectious Risk – Handle with Care”

Prior to leaving patient space, wipe
down the exterior of the body pouch
or shroud with a cavi wipe

Porter to transport body to morgue
wearing droplet/contact PPE

When signing into the morgue, note
that the body is an infectious risk

YES

Is this a Coroner’s case?
NO

YES

Do not remove any
tubes or lines (including
endotracheal tube
(ETT)). Phone Coroner’s
office for guidance

After the patient has died, clamp
endotracheal tube or place HME
viral filter on end of endotracheal
tube (this may already be present
from resuscitation)
An RRT can help locate an
appropriate clamp or HME viral filter
if not readily available

Prepare the body as per usual
practice, but delay removal of ETT

Using the same precautions, just
prior to closing the body pouch,
deflate cuff on ETT and carefully
remove. This is not an AGMP in
deceased patient.

Discard the endotracheal tube (or
other airway) in a plastic bag in a
yellow biohazard bin

Close the pouch over the patient’s
face
Follow the rest of the sign-in process
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